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Channel

Description

Info

Genre

Summary

Samsung
TV Plus #

Entertainment

With BIG NAME, the Who’s Who of humanity, discover
fascinating biopics that retrace the history of the greatest
names of humankind.

4251

Classical Harmony

Music

The Classical Harmony art channel presents the most
beautiful collection of fine art in the world accompanied
by classical music masterpieces. Relax and unwind and be
transported by the soothing ambience of the Classical
Harmony channel.

4452

Commedia – Rakuten
TV

Movies

Amusing, lighthearted movies to keep your spirits high.

4002

Deluxe Lounge HD

Music

Real music television, live, 24 hours a day.

4454

Drammatico –
Rakuten TV

Movies

Stories you can connect with, characters you can walk
alongside.

4003

Euronews

News

Euronews covers global news with objectivity and
neutrality. Its non-national editorial line as well as its
multinational structure and staff allow it to offer the
facts and nothing but the facts without any bias or
national viewpoint.

4005

Fashion TV

Lifestyle

Since it’s inception in 1997, Fashion TV has been setting
the standard for excellence in fashion and lifestyle
broadcasting.

4352

Film d’azione –
Rakuten TV

Movies

Movies to keep you on the edge of your seat.

4501

Horizon Sport

Sports &
Outdoors

HorizonSports is the only channel fully dedicated to
nature sports and sustainable lifestyle, catering to the
growing number of people who hike, run, cycle, love
mountains, want to be healthy and fit, and helps improve
their lives.

4055

Name

Logo

Big Name

Channel availabilities are subject to change
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Samsung TV Plus Channel Descriptions (continued)
Channel
Name

Description
Logo

Genre

Summary

Info
Samsung
TV Plus #

Humanity

Entertainment

Techno revolution, new geopolitics, climate change, new
spirituality. The world is still in transition. But for what
transition? HUMANITY provides factual documentaries,
fictions and conferences to understand where we come
from and where we are going.

MMATV

Sports &
Outdoors

Our passion for the fastest growing sport worldwide
teamed with our dedication to bringing fight fans the
best in new generation fighting means the Fusion Fight
Night experience is second to none with fighters
exploding into the cage for raw mixed martial arts action.

4051

Moods

Music

Let yourself be tempted by the many video contents of
slow TV. This concept, born from the Nordic countries
transports you to a world where time has no limit.

4452

MySurf

Sports &
Outdoors

MySurf brings you inside access to the icons of surfing’s
past present and future. We head to far flung corners of
the globe in search of waves with the bet surfers and
filmmakers in the game. MySurf is the home of surf video.

4052

People Are Awesome

Entertainment

Original videos and compilations of ordinary people doing
extraordinary things.

4256

Spotlight – Rakuten TV

Entertainment

What's in the Spotlight this week? Exclusives, originals
and our top picks in movies. 24/7 entertainment for free,
brought to you by Rakuten TV.

4255

The Boat Show

Sports &
Outdoors

The Boat Show is the most watched TV programme in the
world dedicated to nautical lovers and boat owners.

4056

Top Crimine

Entertainment

A collection of the most exciting and sensational
detective series in circulation.

4253

Top Serie

Entertainment

A variety of international series exploring captivating
relationships.

4252

The Pet Collective

Entertainment

The Pet Collective is your source for cute, funny,
informative, and heartwarming original pet videos.

4254

Channel availabilities are subject to change
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